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Francium has been the least-studied alkali-metal atom until recently. We present accurate calculations for the
discrete and continuum optical transitions, and dispersion coefficients for two colliding francium atoms. Spin-
orbit coupling is explicitly included and the influence of core polarization on the energies and the electric
dipole operator is considered. Predictions for a range of transition amplitudes that are needed for parity
violation experiments are made. The van der Waals coefficients for the long-range collision of two-ground-
state Fr atoms in different fine-structure levels show a departure from an established trend in other alkali-metal
atoms. We comment on the differences.@S1050-2947~98!50312-5#

PACS number~s!: 32.70.Cs, 32.80.Fb, 34.20.2b, 31.50.1w
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Francium remains the last unexplored heavy atom wit
relatively simple electronic structure. Unlike its well-studie
siblings in the alkali-metal group, francium has evaded
same level of scrutiny by theory and experiment becaus
has no stable long-lived isotopes; for instance,210Fr has a
half-life of 3.2 min. The successful trapping of ultraco
alkali-metal atoms and the subsequent creation of alk
metal Bose-Einstein condensates@1# have channeled intens
attention on the spectroscopy of and collisions betw
alkali-metal atoms. Because of the extremely long expos
times, the ultracold environments of these traps provide m
nificent laboratories for performing high-precision spectr
copy. Alkali-metal atoms are optimal for controlled expe
ments because~a! they have only one active electron and~b!
they have experimentally favorable optical transition
Heavier alkali-metal atoms are also of interest for tests of
standard model, the study of parity nonconservation~PNC!
and nuclear anapole moment, the electric dipole mom
and theb decay@2#. Francium, as the heaviest of the alka
metal atoms, meets this criterion.

*Electronic address: hsadeghpour@cfa.harvard.edu
PRA 581050-2947/98/58~6!/4259~4!/$15.00
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In this Rapid Communication, we report on a detail
calculation of the optical transitions, oscillator strengths, p
larizabilities, and long-range interaction energies in fra
cium. Accurate energy levels, transition frequencies, dip
matrix elements, static and dynamic dipole polarizabiliti
photoionization cross sections, fine-structure branching-ra
and dispersion coefficients are obtained.

A considerable body of theoretical work on the structu
and collisional properties of alkali metals exists@3#. Theoret-
ical work on Fr has been scant and only a few publish
papers exist@4,5#. Many-body perturbation theory~MBPT!
has been used in all instances to calculate a number of
ergy levels, transition frequencies, and dipole matrix e
ments. Hyperfine intervals were calculated and used to
tain nuclear magnetic moments for several isotopes of F

Experimental work on Fr has been lacking mostly beca
francium has no stable long-lived isotope. The fast-beam
periments on the most abundant isotopic type of franciu
211Fr ~nuclear spinI 55), have yielded a series of energ
levels@6#. The first optical transition measurement in Fr w
the observation of the D2 resonant line by Libermanet al.
@7#. Recent improvements in collection efficiency
R4259 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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magneto-optical traps@8–10# have allowed the trapping of
significant number of Fr atoms in different isotopic type
209Fr, 210Fr, 211Fr, and 221Fr. In some instances, the colle
tion efficiency was increased to 56%@8#. The trapping of
these short-lived isotopes provided the first opportunity
fluorescence measurements in francium.

Except for the main transition lines in Fr, i.e., the 7s1/2-
7p1/2 and 7s1/2-7p3/2 transitions, where only recently lifetim
measurements@9# and calculations@4,5# have become avail
able, the spectroscopy of francium remains effectively
known. No other experimental discrete oscillator streng
for various transitions in Fr are available and information
the continuum transitions does not exist. The MBPT tre
ment of Dzubaet al. @5# remains the only theoretical wor
which has calculated beyond the main transition lines.

The atomic structure properties of the alkali-metal atom
other than Fr, have been used to calculate the dynamic
sponse of the atoms to electromagnetic radiation and pre
the strength of the interaction between colliding ato
@11,12#. These van der Waals coefficients have been utili
to calculate collisional properties of cold alkali-metal atom
@3#. A variety of theoretical techniques have been employ
but an accurate and straightforward scheme has been to
one-electron potential for the motion of the valence elect
in the average field of the core electrons. This recognitio
based on the fact that the Rydberg electron moves outsi
closed core and participates in the interaction with other
oms.

The starting point for the calculations reported here is
construction of a local, angular momentum-dependent p
metric potential that describes accurately the interaction
the valence electron with the core electrons@11#. As with
other alkali-metal atoms, we anticipate that a one-active e
tron potential will provide sufficient accuracy in predictin
the spectroscopic features of Fr.

The form this one-active electron potential takes is

Vl
~ j !~r !5

Zl j ~r !

r
2

ac

2r 4
@12e2~r /r c

~ j !
!6

#, ~1!

whereac is the static dipole polarizability of the Fr1 ionic
core and the effective radial chargeZl j (r ) is given by

Zl j ~r !511~z21!e2a1
~ j !r1r ~a3

~ j !1a4
~ j !r !e2a2

~ j !r . ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, z is the charge on the nucleus,z587, andr c
( j ) is a

cut-off radius that truncates the short-range contribution
the polarization potential. The parameters of this poten
are chosen to bej and l dependent. These parameters a
obtained by requiring that the energy eigenvalues of the o
electron Hamiltonian reproduce the observed energy le
in Fr @6–10#. The fine-structure splitting for the 7p1/2 and
7p3/2 is 1687 cm21, about 9% of the binding energy. Sim
larly large fine-structure splittings exist for thed levels. We
have henceforth chosen to construct two potentials, one
eachj 15 l 11/2 andj 25 l 21/2 levels. This construction is
meaningful for francium, in contrast with previou
l -dependent potentials@11# for other alkali metals, in that the
spin-orbit coupling is explicitly included.
,
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A particularly appealing aspect of this potential is the
clusion of the core interaction term, which arises due to
electric field of the valence electron. Core polarization
fects are greatly enhanced for heavier systems. Opt
double resonance measurements of Arnoldet al. @6# indicate
a large core polarization effect. Indeed, we trust our calcu
tion to provide accurate dynamical information on the int
action of the valence electron with the core.

Furthermore, we take the valence electron to move a
batically in the field of the core. The core perturbation a
manifests itself as a correction to the electric dipole opera

r→r S 12
ac

r 3
~12e2~r /r c!3

!D . ~3!

The effect of the core polarization is to distort the dipo
operator and modify the magnitude of the radial matrix e
ment.

Table I lists a few selected radial dipole matrix elemen
They are compared with available experimentally det
mined values and sophisticated MBPT calculations. Th
transitions are important for PNC tests, because a PNC
nal in Fr is mediated by theZ bosons, which induce a sma
electric dipole-allowed component in the PNC transitio
7s1/228s1/2. The discrepancy between our results and
calculated radial matrix elements of Ref.@5# is less than
0.7%, except for the 7s-8p3/2 transition where the difference
is 1.7%. Differences with the calculations of Ref.@4# are as
large as 4% for the dominant 7s1/2-7p3/2 transition. An ex-
perimental determination of the 8p1/2,3/2 lifetimes should as-
sist in resolving these discrepancies. A comprehensive lis
of energy levels, transition frequencies, matrix elements,
polarizabilities will be provided elsewhere@13#.

TABLE I. Radial matrix elements for discrete excitations in F

nl j 2n8l 8 j 8 ^n8l 8 j 8ur unl j &
Present Ref.@5# Ref. @4# Ref. @9#

7s1/2-7p1/2 25.2382 25.271 5.1779 5.238

7s1/2-7p3/2 25.1082 25.133 5.0148 5.108

7s1/2-8p1/2 20.3721 20.3684

7s1/2-8p3/2 20.7865 20.8004

7s1/2-9p1/2 20.1172

7s1/2-9p3/2 20.3636

8s1/2-7p1/2 5.1813 5.167 5.1387

8s1/2-7p3/2 6.4511 6.469 6.4708

8s1/2-8p1/2 212.3270 212.25

8s1/2-8p3/2 211.5375 211.48

8s1/2-9p1/2 21.1969

8s1/2-9p3/2 21.9363

9s1/2-7p1/2 1.2368

9s1/2-7p3/2 1.1948

9s1/2-8p1/2 11.4410

9s1/2-8p3/2 13.7877

9s1/2-9p1/2 221.3834

9s1/2-9p3/2 219.6850
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Here, we briefly comment that the photoionization cro
section for ejecting photoelectrons in thej 153/2 angular-
momentum state contains a Cooper zero near 3.5 eV, a
the first ionization threshold. The cross section in thej 2

51/2 channel, on the other hand, peaks near 2.5 eV and
peak has a value more than three times that of the Cs ph
ionization cross section.

A measure of the spin-orbit coupling is the atomic lin
strength ratio. This ratio of the transition strength toj 2 and
j 1 levels is given by R5Sj 2

/Sj 1
, where S j 8

5 z^n8 j 8uur (1)uun j& z2. @The reduced matrix elemen
^n8 j 8uur (1)uun j& is related to the usual radial matrix elemen
for an initial s state, as ^n8l 8 j 8ur unl j &
5A3/(2j 811)^n8 j 8uur (1)uun j&.] We calculateR5S1/2/S3/2
for the main transitions in Fr to be 0.525. The observed va
for R is 0.526~3! @9#. In the absence of the spin-orbit cou
pling, R will simply be a statistical ratio of 2/450.5. Depar-
ture from this mean value speaks to the strength of the s
orbit coupling in Fr.

For collisions between two ground-state alkali-metal
oms, the long-range dimer potential is of the form

V~R!52
C6

R6
2

C8

R8
2

C10

R10
2•••, ~4!

whereCn for n56,8,10 are the dispersion coefficients. T
expressions forCn can be formulated in terms of integra
over atomic multipole polarizabilities at imaginary freque
cies @14#.

We build molecular wave functions in different symm
tries from the atomic wave functions

unl jm&5 (
ml ,ms

^ lml ,smsu jm&unlml j &xms
, ~5!

where all the symbols have their usual meanings andxms

stands for the spin wave function.
In general, the total wave functions for two noninteracti

atoms in arbitraryun1l 1 j 1m1& and un2l 2 j 2m2& states are
given by

un1n2 ,~ l 1
1
2 ! j 1 ,~ l 2

1
2 ! j 2 ,JM&

5 (
mj 1

,mj 2

^ j 1m1 , j 2m2uJM&un1l 1 j 1m1&un2l 2 j 2m2&.

~6!

Then, the two ground-state atom wave functions in the i
nite separation limit are written as

ungng ,~0 1
2 ! 1

2 ,~0 1
2 ! 1

2 ,JM&[ungngJM&. ~7!

The molecular symmetries associated with these gro
states are the10g

1 , 30u
1 , and 31u symmetries whose

asymptotic wave functions are denoted, respectively,
ungng00&, ungng10&, andungng161&.

TheC6 dispersion coefficients for each molecular symm
try are the following:
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For the 10g
1 symmetry,

C65
2

9
~2S13

111S33
11!. ~8!

For the 30u
1 symmetry,

C65
2

81
~8S11

1112S13
11117S33

11!. ~9!

For the 31u symmetry,

C65
2

81
~2S11

11114S13
11111S33

11!. ~10!

Similar expressions exist forC8 andC10 van der Waals co-
efficients@13#. The infinite sums over the intermediate stat

Spq
lL 5 (

n1 ,n2

~ng0 1
2 ur l un1l p

2 !2~ng0 1
2 ur Lun2L q

2 !2

En1l
1
2
1En2L

q
2
22Eng0

1
2

~11!

are calculated using a generalized version of the Dalga
Lewis method@11,12,14#, by transforming the infinite sums
into a set of coupled inhomogeneous differential equatio
which in turn are solved using algorithms developed in R
@11#. Altogether, 14 such sums will have to be evaluated
the spin-orbit coupling is neglected, the expressions forC6

reduce to just one term,C65 2
3 S13

11.
The values for the dispersion coefficients for the lon

range interaction between two ground-state Fr atoms are
sented in Table II. To our knowledge, these are the fi
values of the long-range coefficients for francium in the
erature. For comparison, theC6 value for cesium was calcu
lated to be 6331 and the same value for Rb was 4426@11#.
Francium dispersion coefficients deviate from the establis
trend in other alkali-metal atoms in that the van der Wa
coefficients increase with increasing atomic number. T
source of this departure lies with the first ionization poten
in Fr, 32 849 cm21 @6#, which is larger than similar binding
energies for Rb and Cs@15#. The monotonic lowering of the
binding energy in alkali-metal atoms is arrested with fra
cium. The primary effect of this increase in binding ener
will be a decrease of the magnitude of the dominant term
Eq. ~11! and hence a general lowering of the van der Wa
coefficients.

The experimental advances of the last few years, la
cooling in particular, have made the spectroscopy of fr
cium a reality. As the heaviest alkali metal, francium is id
ally suited for precision measurements and calculations.
availability of ground electronic potential-energy curves f

TABLE II. Dispersion coefficients for two-ground state fran
cium atoms.

Molecular symmetry C6 C831025 C1031028

10g
1 3929.27 6.647 75 1.069 90

30u
2 3947.25 6.647 69 1.069 90

31u 3933.76 6.647 73 1.069 90
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Fr2 in the small and intermediate internuclear ranges, w
combined with the long-range dimer potentials of this wo
can address the feasibility of creating a francium dilute c
densate.
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